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Forgiveness –The Art of Being Self
“The Scorpion’s nature is to bite; And mine is to protect.”-said the
benevolent saint. 

If an offensive creature is in trouble,
We tend to ignore;
“Coz it hurt me”, we mumble
“Then why do you expect from me more?”
But as the scorpion floated helpless in water,
The saint decided to help.
Though it bite him again and again.
He abode by his ‘karma’ and did not yelp.
Forgiveness is a therapy and a ‘personality development programme
in itself. How? Because as you forgive, you not only save others a
retaliation outburst but you learn to enjoy and accept colors of
life…which includes somebody’s offence against you.
Now here is a point- If we retaliate when offended, why do we confess
later ‘for speaking things out of anger’ and that ‘we didn’t mean that
actually.’ Why do the rights at that moment become apology later?
We simply say ‘I was not in myself (hosh).’

CONTINUE NEXT PAGE...
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Elaborating it, when someone’s vibrations /aura/action makes us
retaliate, we are not being self. My opponent wins, because he changed
me from what ‘I am’. That retaliation was never planned action, so it
was not my karma .I just retaliated spontaneously out of urge to teach a
lesson. Is it right? Can I teach a lesson of behaving to anyone by banging
his head or kicking him? No, actually when ‘you teach’ someone, the
processing of other’s mind goes as ‘He also banged me, kicked me, then
why would I be sorry? He had his share of offending me in return.’ and
the guilt is peed off and thus also the ‘self analysis time’ of ‘was I wrong
or right?’ And this is where the idiotic ones frame theories of ‘ugly
world’.
So, to ‘teach’ someone, you just need to forgive. Believe it or not,
but this one thing really pisses off people when they are wrong and
forgiven instantly. They can’t come up with the fact that they were not
punished and ‘the guilt’ grows & grows until and unless the person is
sorry or changes self for the same. This is how the world can change plus
you’d be yourself i.e. the game is 100% yours as you won the situation
plus the people themselves.
And as forgiveness grows into a habit, you will learn more about the
‘mystery of life’ because this time you exactly know where to focus (i.e.
Mind instead of physical being.)
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Fantastic food cafe- bikano...!!!
Our canteen got a makeover with the fantastic bikano chat
café….well……chat is not all they serve. Bikano Chat Cafe has Thalis, Pizzas,
South Indian food and even Chinese food. Everything is of course prepared
the Indian way.

Food can be unhygienic and messy but with Bikano we could at least be sure
that hygiene will not be an issue. The Service is provided by Bikano's is
awesome... The dressing and looks of the snack are good. The presentation is
prefect even the taste is good. So overall it is the, friendly and light feel you
will get from here, and as we all know "people who love to eat are the best
people",, so go and try this new amazing refined bikano chat café.

“WE ALL EAT, AND IT WOULD BE SAD IF WE WASTE OF OPPORTUNITY TO
EAD BADLY” it is rightly said by , ANNA THOMAS
SOOooooooo,,, guys and girls do grab this opportunity to refresh your taste
bud with delicious food of BIKANO’S.
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"SPRING TIRE"

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company have developed an
airless tire to transport large, long-range vehicles across the
surface of the moon.
The new “Spring Tire” with 800 load bearing springs is
designed to carry much heavier vehicles over much greater
distances than the wire mesh tire previously used on the Apollo
Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV). The new tire will allow for broader
exploration and the eventual development and maintenance of a
lunar outpost.
According to Vivake Asnani, NASA’s principal investigator at
the Glenn Research Center in Cleveland, this was a significant
change in requirements that required innovation. “With the
combined requirements of increased load and life, we needed to
make a fundamental change to the original moon tire,” he said.
“What the Goodyear-NASA team developed is an innovative, yet
simple network of interwoven springs that does the job. The tire
design seems almost obvious in retrospect, as most good
inventions do.”
The Spring Tire was installed on NASA’s Lunar Electric Rover
test vehicle and put through its paces at the Johnson Space
Center’s “Rock Yard” in Houston where it performed successfully.
“This tire is extremely durable and extremely energy
efficient,” noted Jim Benzing, Goodyear’s lead innovator on the
project. “The spring design contours to the surface on which it’s
driven to provide traction. But all of the energy used to deform
the tire is returned when the springs rebound. It doesn’t
generate heat like a normal tire.”

CONTINUE NEXT PAGE...
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According to Goodyear engineers, development of the original
Apollo lunar mission tires, and the new Spring Tire were driven by
the fact that traditional rubber, pneumatic (air-filled) tires used
on Earth have little utility on the moon. This is because rubber
properties vary significantly between the extreme cold and hot
temperatures experienced in the shaded and directly sunlit areas
of the moon. Furthermore, unfiltered solar radiation degrades
rubber, and pneumatic tires pose an unacceptable risk of
deflation.
According to Asnani, the Spring Tire does not have a “single point
failure mode. What that means,” he said, “is that a hard impact
that might cause a pneumatic tire to puncture and deflate would
only damage one of the 800 load bearing springs. Along with
having this ultra-redundant characteristic, the tire has a
combination of overall stiffness yet flexibility that allows off-road
vehicles to travel fast over rough terrain with relatively little
motion being transferred to the vehicle.”
Goodyear is one of the world’s largest tire companies. It employs
approximately 70,000 people and manufactures its products in
more than 60 facilities in 25 countries around the world. Its two
Innovation Centers in Akron, Ohio and Luxembourg strive to
develop state-of-the-art products and services that set the
technology and performance standard for the industry.
The NASA John H. Glenn Research Center is one of NASA’s 10 field
centers, empowered with the resources for developing cuttingedge technologies and advancing scientific research that address
NASA’s mission to pioneer the future in space exploration,
scientific discovery and aeronautics research. Working in
partnership with government, industry and academia, the center
serves to maintain the U.S. economy’s global leadership while
benefiting the lives of people around the world.
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The…MUrder...!!!!
Dear diary,
I have been waiting since a long time to share an experience of
mine that was really very unexpected one….yeah I didn’t got time
to share it up just coz of all festive season and all but as now I got
time so I won’t keep you away from my real haunted experience….
Slowly I woke up from my deep slumber. The incomplete task
that was standing before me was tormenting me every moment
every second. I stood up and went stealthily towards the kitchen
where my victim stood in attention waiting for his end.
As I neared the kitchen, I caught hold of a kitchen knife. Making
the least possible noise, I approached my victim and with just one
stroke, broke open his head. The red liquid oozed out from the body
giving me immense happiness and pleasure at the completion of my
task. But my pleasure did not last long as my mother asked me to be
quick and complete the work fast as the guests were about to
arrive.
Panic struck me and I quickly peeled off the skin from the
injured head and cut the flesh into small pieces soaked in red. Then I
salted and peppered the pieces and further garnished with a few
mint pieces.
Now the watermelon was absolutely ready to be served. I
decorated the pieces nicely on the plate and placed the plate on the
drawing room table. I was happy as I knew very well that the dish
would be liked and appreciated by all.
I hope you would have enjoyed this bloody experience. So I will
be back to you after some time with more new and interesting
experiences. See you Tata……..
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The Never-ending War on Terror
Terrorism has been practiced by a broad array of political
organizations to further their objectives. It has been practiced by
both right-wing and left-wing political parties, nationalistic
groups, religious groups, revolutionaries, and ruling governments.
An abiding characteristic is the indiscriminate use of violence
against noncombatants for the purpose of gaining publicity for a
group, cause, or individual.

 More terrorist attacks have been recorded but the number of





fatalities has fallen 25 per cent since 2007
Western Europeans were 19 times more likely to die in a
terrorist attack than North Americans in the past ten years
Only 31 of 158 countries ranked have not experienced a
terrorist attack since 2001
In 2011, terrorism had the most impact on Iraq, according to
the new Global Terrorist Index
Iraq, Pakistan, Afghanistan, India and Yemen have been the
most affected by terrorism in the past ten years.

The number of terrorist attacks each year has more than
quadrupled in the decade since 9/11, according to a study launched
today.

Why do we need a Global Terrorism Index?
The Global Terrorist Index showed that in 2002 there were
982 separate attacks. By 2011 that had risen to 4,564. Researchers
suggest the U.S. military interventions pursued as part of the
West’s anti-al Qaeda ‘war on terror’ may have made terrorism
worse. It also said it was impossible to prove whether the policy
made the U.S homeland safer. Despite the increase in attacks in
the past ten years, the number of deaths in terrorists’ attacks has
fallen. It peaked in 2007 at the height of the Iraq war when 10,009
people died. That figure had fallen to 7,473 last year.

CONTINUE NEXT PAGE...
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The rankings were based on the number of attacks,
fatalities, injuries and the level of property damage caused in
each country through terrorist attacks.
‘Iraq accounts for about a third of all terrorist deaths over
the last decade, and Iraq, Pakistan and Afghanistan account for
over 50 percent of fatalities.’
In the decade since 9/11, fatalities from terrorist attacks have
increased by 195%, incidents by 460% and injuries by 224%.

Impact:
The map demonstrates how countries are affected by
terrorism. Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan have felt the highest
impact, while countries such as Costa Rica and Ghana have had
no terrorist attacks in the past decade
The U.S, Algeria and Colombia had the biggest improvements
over the last ten years.
In 2011, the area's most impacted by terrorism were the
Middle East, India, Pakistan and Russia.
Mr. Killelea said ‘caution against unwanted consequences’
needs to be shown by policymakers.
Terrorism is one of the most emotive subjects of our time.
The impact of terrorism does seem to have plateaued over the
last three years but is still unacceptably high.
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KNOWN-UNKNOWN FACTS

It cost 7 million dollars to build
the Titanic and 200 million to
make a film about it.

India has MORE cell phones
than TOILETS.

CONTINUE NEXT PAGE...
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If you walk and talk with
someone, eventually you
will synchronize your steps
with each other.

Breathing the air in
Mumbai, for just ONE DAY,
is equivalent to smoking 2.5
packs of cigarettes.

Barbie and Ken got their
names from the creator’s
children, Barbara and
Kenneth!
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A TeeNAGer’S TALe
The younger's generation
Feels a thrilling sensations
When you addicted to jeans
Movies, parties, discos- the like
Singing in the bathroom – who needs a mike
Kicking the dust on the new bike
Strolling along, singing a song
Walkman at full like floating
But the teasing of pals makes you bleating
All this a teenager’s fantasy
But holds it right here!
What about pain and agony
We mug up all the day and burn the midnight oil
To secure good marks we sweat, study and toil
Exams, tests, periodicals what a bore
Let vacations starts and exams no more
You can shout in glee and rush to the fashion store
So what are you waiting for, my friends
Go sailing through these years and follow the trends!!!
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GUP-SHUP

Hi friends I am Anjali Negi..
It gives me an immense pleasure to share my joy with you
all as I got selected during the placement drive...
The companies that remained to my credit were Genpact
(MNC), Indoedge pvt.ltd and B cube (HR consultancy).
I am thankful to I.T.S for laying down a platform for
building my career.

The book review competition held in the
college..it provided me with a wonderful
opportunity in enhancing my writing
skills as well as my vocabulary..it also
proved to be a platform where one could
showcase his or her talent and
capabilities and the competitors to
succeed further added to the beauty of
the event.. I am really obliged and happy
that I could grab a position..I am thankful
to the college authorities for the same...
Maanshay Mahindroo, BCA 2nd Sem
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Ayushman Khurana & Kunal Roy the
great singers visited our college and
created a rocking beautiful
atmosphere in our college by
singing in melodious voice...
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Welcome To The New Avtaar Of Dance & Music Club
As The "PAGEANT CLUB". With This Avtaar The
Pageant Club Organized An Inhouse Event Of Dance
Competition On The Theme "Hum Hindustani".

JAYA, BBA 4TH SEM had won 1st
Prize in this Dance Competition...

UDIT AWASTHI, BBA 4TH SEM had
won 2nd Prize in this Dance
Competition...
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We Welcome Views From Reader's, So If
You Have Any Comments, Suggestions Or
Ideas, Please Do Forward To The
Following Mail Id:EMAIL ID:- tatvaelement@yahoo.com

It's a great news for everyone that from
now onwards you can also access your
favourite E-Magazine i.e. TATVA- An
Element Of U.G. Universe on
Facebook!!! Enjoy the best reading
experience & share it with your
friends!!!
FACEBOOK PAGE LINK:www.facebook.com/EBUDDYBULLETIN

